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3402 table NWA

cm Ø140/75

in Ø55.1/29.5

3243 side table NWA

cm 42/42/62

in 16.5/16.5/24.4

4004 chair NWA

cm 45/45/95

in 17.7/17.7/37.4
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3409 bookcase NWA

cm 120/40/205

in 47.2/15.7/80.7
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3408 table NWA

cm 210/120/75

in 82.7/47.2/29.5



4003 chair NO, NWA

cm 44/53/97

in 17.3/20.9/38.2

16 17
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3401 sideboard NWA

cm 135/46/142

in 53.1/18.1/56
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3142 sideboard NWA

cm 160/45/90 

in 63/17.7/35.4

3403 table NWA

cm 160 (260)/110/75

in 63 (102.4)/43.3/29.5

4101 chair NWA

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3
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3403 table NWA

cm 160 (260)/110/75

in 63 (102.4)/43.3/29.5

4101 chair NWA

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3



3252 bench NWA

cm 90/35/48

in 35.4/13.8/18.9

3411 bed NWA 

cm 168/213/130

in 66.1/83.8/51.1

3244 side table NWA

cm 45/45/46

in 17.7/17.7/18.1

3243 side table NWA

cm 42/42/62

in16.5/16.5/24.4
24 25
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3411 bed NWA 

cm 168/213/130

in 66.1/83.8/51.1

3243 side table NWA

cm 42/42/62

in 16.5/16.5/24.4
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DETAILS/FINISHES

The Collection consists of tables, chairs, a 

bookcase, a sideboard and beds. The Décor 

Collection is available in one finish which is 

natural American walnut wood. There is the 

possibility to choose the colour of the glass for 

the table: Antisol or Opti White.

The collection’s furniture has been finished with 

brass decorative elements.

ANTISOL OPTI WHITENWA

29

INDEX

4003 chair

cm 44/53/97

in 17.3/20.9/38.2

3403 table

cm 160 (260)/110/75

in 63 (102.4)/43.3/29.5

3402 table

cm Ø140/75

in Ø55.1/29.5

3409 bookcase

cm 120/40/205

in 47.2/15.7/80.7

3401 sideboard

cm 135/46/142

in 53.1/18.1/56

4004 chair*

cm 45/45/95

in 17.7/17.7/37.4

3408 table

cm 210/120/75

in 82.7/47.2/29.5

3410 bed

cm 148/213/130

in 58.2/83.8/51.1

3411 bed 

cm 168/213/130

in 66.1/83.8/51.1

3412 bed

cm 188/213/130

in 74/83.8/51.1

* THERE IS AN OPTION TO CHOOSE BETWEEN UPHOLSTERED OR NON UPHOLSTERED VERSION. SEE PAGE 10.
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MUZO



MUZO

The Muzo Collection is a combination of classic 

elegance and modern freshness. This furniture, 

which arose as a result of inspiration with music, 

instruments and their slender, delicate lines.

Class and elegance are terms that fully reflect 

the character of Muzo. The uniqueness of 

the collection is emphasized by the materials 

from which it was made: natural cherry wood, 

marble and details finished in black, high gloss 

or chrome.

Design by

Agnieszka Glaza-Joachimowska

3701 showcase NCO

cm 120/45/210

in 47.2/17.7/82.7

3702 table NCO

cm 140 (190)/100/75

in 55.1 (74.8)/39.4/29.5

4101 chair NCO

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3

32 33
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3701 showcase ACC, NCO

cm 120/45/210

in 47.2/17.7/82.7
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3704 console NCO

cm 80/45/91

in 31.5/17.7/35.8



3702 table NCO, NO

cm 140 (190)/100/75

in 55.1 (74.8)/39.4/29.5

3704 console NCO

cm 80/45/91

in 31.5/17.7/35.8
38 39
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4101 chair NCO

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3

3702 table NCO

cm 140 (190)/100/75

in 55.1 (74.8)/39.4/29.5

3704 console NCO

cm 80/45/91

in 31.5/17.7/35.8
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DETAILS/FINISHES

The Collection consists of a table, chairs, a 

showcase and a console. The Muzo Collection 

is available in three finishes and with one glass 

color option in the showcase – Opti White.

The showcase is opened with handles. Drawer 

in the table has a self-closing system.

OPTI WHITENO

CALACATTA ORO BIANCO EMPERADOR DARK NERO MARQUINA

ACCNCO

45

3702 table

cm 140 (190)/100/75

in 55.1 (74.8)/39.4/29.5

3701 showcase

cm 120/45/210

in 47.2/17.7/82.7

INDEX

4101 chair

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3

3704 console

cm 80/45/91

in 31.5/17.7/35.8

4102 chair

cm 43/51/87

in 16.9/20/34.3

RO6
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BAO



BAO

Furniture from the Bao collection were created 

with the combination of two contrasting colors 

of wood. High, geometric legs at the base of 

the furniture give it a chic and magnificence, 

thanks to which it perfectly fits into spacious 

interiors.

One of the elements of the Bao collection is 

a tall sideboard with a spectacular decorative 

tree cut out on the fronts. This furniture is a 

decoration in itself and can be the central point 

of the interior in which it is located.

4033 sideboard NWA, SNG

cm 148/49/90

in 58.3/19.3/35.4

6070 armchair NWA

cm 80/86/91

in 31.5/33.9/35.9

49



4033 sideboard NWA, SNG

cm 148/49/90

in 58.3/19.3/35.4

4031 console NWA, SNG

cm 150/45/85

in 59/17.7/33.5

3808 mirror PB

cm Ø180/4

in Ø70.9/1.6

51



4048 sideboard NO, SNG

cm 135/45/180

in 53.1/17.7/70.9

53



4032 sideboard NWA, SNG

cm 150/48/100

in 59/18.9/39.4

4048 sideboard NO, SNG

cm 135/45/180

in 53.1/17.7/70.9

6010 sofa NWA

cm 152/76/77 

in 59.8/29.9/30.3

3217 coffe table NWA, SNM

cm Ø 80/35

in Ø 31.5/13.8

54 55



4034 console NWA, SNG

cm 147/45/86 

in 57.9/17.7/33.9

56 57
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DETAILS/FINISHES

HG1 OT1

The collection consists of: sideboards and 

consoles. The Bao collection is available in two 

finishes. The base are high, geometric wooden 

legs. Drawers and cabinets are opened with 

handles.

SNGNWA

59

4033 sideboard

cm 148/49/90

in 58.3/19.3/35.4

4048 sideboard

cm 135/45/180

in 53.1/17.7/70.9

INDEX

4031 console

cm 150/45/85

in 59/17.7/33.5

4032 sideboard

cm 150/48/100

in 59/18.9/39.4

4034 console

cm 147/45/86 

in 57.9/17.7/33.9
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NARN
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NARN

The Narn Collection is a combination of classic 

design and modern application.

Decorative, turned legs finished with serpentine 

base adds character to furniture, which was 

entirely made of walnut wood identified with 

elegance and luxury.

Each of the furniture within this collection 

creates a unique atmosphere and the character 

of the interior in which it is.

5101 wardrobe NWA

cm 139/67/200

in 54.7/26.3/78.7

3217 coffe table NWA, SNM

cm Ø 80/35

in Ø 31.5/13.8

6140 armchair NWA                                      

cm 74/77/80                                                                   

in 29.1/30.3/31.5 

5103 console NWA 

cm 111/33/75

in 43.7/13/29.5

6086  sofa NWA 

cm 208/92/80 

in 81.9/36.2/31.5

4099  lamp NWA 
cm Ø 45/135 
in Ø 17.7/53.1
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5101 wardrobe NWA

cm 139/67/200

in 54.7/26.3/78.7
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5103 console NWA 

cm 111/33/75

in 43.7/13/29.5
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5102 chiffonier NWA 

cm 114/38/183

in 44.9/15/72
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5104 bedside table NWA

cm 65/40/75

in 25.6/15.7/29.5

6140 armchair NWA                                      

cm 74/77/80                                                                   

in 29.1/30.3/31.5 

3244 side table NWA

cm 40/40/49

in 15.7/15.7/19.3



BCC

SB7

BCG

K07

72

DETAILS/FINISHES

The Collection consists of a bedside table, a 

console, a wardrobe and a chiffonier. The Narn 

Collection is available in four finishes. The base 

of the furniture from the collection are turned, 

decorative legs. Wardrobes and chiffonier are 

opened with a key and a bedside table with 

the handles.

NWA

HG2

NCO

HG4

73

INDEX

5101 wardrobe 

cm 139/67/200
in 54.7/26.3/78.7

5102 chiffonier 

cm 114/38/183
in 44.9/15/72

5103 console 

cm 111/33/75
in 43.7/13/29.5

5104 bedside table

cm 65/40/75
in 25.6/15.7/29.5
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GALLIA



GALLIA

The inspiration for the creation of the Gallia 

Collection were Mediterranean apartments 

- full of sunshine and a fresh breeze from the 

sea. Furniture created as part of the collection 

is characterized by classic design in a very 

gentle edition. A delicate, decorative element 

is a round, milled disk placed centrally on the 

furniture.

Natural oak wood was used to create furniture, 

which perfectly harmonizes with the climate 

of sunny, warm interiors, giving them a unique, 

homely atmosphere.

6078 armchair NO

cm 80/90/85

in 31.5/35.4/33.5

2508 bed NO

cm 176/216/100

in 69.3/85/39.4

2504 bedside table NO

cm 40/35/60

in15.7/13.8/23.6

2501 chest of drawers NO

cm 90/44/140

in 35.4/17.3/55.1

3216 side table NO

cm Ø46/52

in Ø18.1/20.5

2502 chiffonier NO

cm 125/50/150

in 49.2/19.7/59

76 77



2502 chiffonier NO

cm 125/50/150

in 49.2/19.7/59

2503 wardrobe NO

cm 140/65/206

in 55.1/25.6/81.1

78 79



2508 bed NO

cm 176/216/100

in 69.3/85/39.4

80

2504 bedside table NO

cm 40/35/60

in15.7/13.8/23.6

81
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2501 chest of drawers NO

cm 90/44/140

in 35.4/17.3/55.1

83
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NWO

RO5 OV4 OV2

DETAILS/FINISHES

The Collection consists of bedroom furniture: 

beds, bedside table, chest of drawers, 

chiffonier and wardrobe. The Gallia collection 

is available in two finishes.

The base of the furniture from the collection are 

turned and milled legs.

Drawers and cabinets are opened with handles.

NO

85

INDEX

2503 wardrobe

cm 140/65/206
in 55.1/25.6/81.1

2502 chiffonier

cm 125/50/150
in 49.2/19.7/59

2501 chest of drawers

cm 90/44/140
in 35.4/17.3/55.1

2504 bedside table

cm 40/35/60
in15.7/13.8/23.6

2505 bed

cm 106/216/100
in 41.7/85/39.4

2506 bed

cm 136/216/100
in 53.5/85/39.4

2507 bed

cm 156/216/100
in 61.4/85/39.4

2508 bed

cm 176/216/100
in 69.3/85/39.4

2509 bed

cm 196/216/100
in 77.2/85/39.4
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A minimalist three-seater sofa with a base made of 

natural oak. The conical legs add a lightness to the 

body, and the comfortable backrest together with the 

armrests are closed in one straight line. The Cumulus 

sofa will be an ideal choice for both the home and 

hotel or restaurant interiors. The Cumulus model 

has been specially designed with a footrest, which 

complements it and serves for the perfect relax on a 

comfortable sofa. 

The Cumulus sofa and footrest are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

CUMULUS

6048 sofa NO                                                           

cm 233/81/87                                                              

in 91.7/31.9/34.3 

6049 footrest NO                                                                      

cm 67/67/41                                                                   

in 26.8/26.8/16.1



A set consisting of an armchair and a 3-seater sofa. 

Sofa enriched with a decorative element in the form 

of quilting on the backrest. The cushion of the seat has 

been finished with welt in the same color upholstery. 

Slightly curved armrests and backrest perfectly 

harmonize with conical legs made of natural oak. 

The sofa is complemented by two soft cushions in 

the form of comfortable rollers. The Audrey sofa will 

be an ideal choice for both the home and hotel or 

restaurant interiors. 

The Audrey sofa and armchair are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

AUDREY

6080 sofa NO                                                             

cm 210/85/83                                                                     

in 82.7/33.5/32.7

6079 armchair NWA

cm 89/88/86

in 35/34.7/33.9

90 91





A modern sofa in the style of Danish furniture from the 

1960s. The base of the sofa has slightly sloping legs 

made of natural oak. The upholstery is made of high 

quality fabrics. Backrest filling consists of upholstery 

belts, while the seat is filled with wave springs. Back 

cushions filled with feathers and silicone balls. 

The Moscone sofa is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

94 95

MOSCONE

6004 sofa NO                                                            

cm 198/90/88                                                                     

in 78/35.4/34.6  

6078 armchair NO                                                    

cm 80/90/85                                                                   

in 31.5/35.4/33.5 
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WEIMAR

Stylish sofa referring to the modernist Bauhaus. 

A characteristic feature is a simple, geometric form 

and chrome elements of the base. The whole is made 

of high quality materials. Backrest filling consists of 

upholstery belts and foam, while the seat is filled with 

wave springs and foam. The sofa has two versions of 

the backrest - a uniform or divided into three backrest 

cushions.

The Weimar sofas and armchair are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

6017 sofa

cm 250/95/100

in 98.4/37.4/39.4

6018 sofa

cm 224/90/82

in 88.2/35.4/32.3

6019 armchair

cm 105/93/82

in 41.3/36.6/32.3
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HAVANA

A unique sofa with a quilted backrest, providing a 

moment of privacy and relaxation. Ideal as a space 

for casual meetings and conversations. Ideally suited 

to commercial spaces such as restaurants or hotels.

Wooden elements are made of natural oak.

The upholstery is made of high quality fabrics.

Backrest filling consists of upholstery belts and foam, 

while the seat is filled with wave springs and foam.

The Havana sofa is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the pages: 166, 172. 

6089 sofa NO

cm 162/68/140

in 63.8/26.8/55.1
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LARS

6084 sofa NO                                                               

cm 204/90/80                                                                       

in 80.3/35.4/31.5 

6083 armchair NO                                                               

cm 97/90/80                                                                            

in 38.2/35.4/31.5

A minimalist sofa with straight lines, at the base 

and conical legs made of natural oak. This piece of 

furniture possesses a timeless design, characterized 

by ergonomics and high comfort of usage.                                                                                                                                    

The armchair has been designed in the same style 

which is the perfect complementation to the sofa.                                                                                                                                            

The Lars sofa and armchair will be an ideal choice 

for both the home and hotel or restaurant interiors.                                                                                                                                      

The Lars sofa and armchair are available in various 

finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.
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A classic sofa with decorative milling on wooden 

legs. Ideally suited to traditional elegant interiors or 

as an original element of design in modern rooms. 

The upholstery is made of high quality fabrics.

Backrest filling consists of upholstery belts and foam, 

while the seat is filled with wave springs.

Seat cushion filled with “sandwich” foam.

Elja is available in various finishes and types of 

fabrics available on the following pages: 166, 172. 

      

      

      

      

  

ELJA

6145 sofa NWA                                                              

cm 233/95/90                                                               

in 91.7/37.4/35.4  
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A neoclassical sofa with soft, elegant lines with 

sophisticated decorations in the form of decorative 

studs and stitching on the back of the upholstery.

Made of high quality velour in a noble, deep, purple 

colour.The base has rounded curved legs made of 

beech wood in sepia finish. Backrest filling consists of 

upholstery belts and foam, while the seat is filled with 

wave springs. Seat cushion filled with “sandwich” 

foam.

The Vivienne sofa is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

VIVIENNE

6024 sofa PB                                                                

cm 235/112/92                                                             

in 92.5/44.1/36.2
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An elegant sofa with a straight line based on 

decoratively turned and milled legs in beech wood 

with sepia finish. The slightly bent edge of the sofa 

gives it a delicate and stylish look. The upholstery is 

made of high quality fabrics. Backrest filling consists 

of upholstery belts and foam, while the seat is filled 

with wave springs and foam. The decorative cushion 

is filled with feathers and silicone balls. 

The Milton sofa is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

MILTON

6095 sofa PB                                                            

cm 255/90/94                                                                      

in 100.4/35.4/37
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A classic sofa with decorative, quilted backrest. 

Turned and milled legs made in beech wood with 

sepia finish. Ideally suited for stylish, elegant interiors.

The upholstery is made of high quality fabrics. 

Backrest filling consists of upholstery belts and foam, 

while the seat is filled with wave springs and foam.

Candre is available in various finishes and types of 

fabrics available on the pages: 166 and 172.

CANDRE

6036 sofa SNG

cm 220/95/102 

in 86.6/37.4/40.2

109
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LAURUS

6075 sofa SNG                                                          

cm 145/95/100                                                                       

in 57.1/37.4/39.4   

A classic sofa with original, decorative elements in 

the form of front legs equipped with delicate, gold-

plated wheels that allow the sofa to be moved freely. 

Ideally suited to elegant, traditional interiors or as an 

original element of design in modern rooms. Wooden 

legs are made of wood stained in sepia colour. 

The Laurus sofa is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics, available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.
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LOUIS

A classic, elegant wing chair inspired by the 

Gregorian style with a high headboard. Comfortable 

armrests, wide seat and a soft backrest guarantee high 

comfort of usage. Ideally suited to elegant, traditional 

interiors. The front, turned legs with decorative milling 

have delicate, gold-plated wheels for easy movement 

of the chair. Wooden legs are made of wood finished 

in sepia colour. The Louis model has been specifically 

designed with a footrest, complementing it and offers 

the ideal relax in a comfortable armchair. 

The Louis armchair and footrest are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

6148 armchair BCC                                                   

cm 89/93/120                                                                    

in 35/36.6/47.2  

6149 footrest BCC                                                                   

cm 60/60/40                                                                    

in 23.6/23.6/15.7
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BASSET

A classic, elegant wing chair inspired by the 

Gregorian style. Comfortable armrests, wide seat 

and a soft back guarantee high comfort of usage.                                                                                                                                           

Characteristical cabriole legs give it a slender look, 

and are made of natural wood finished in sepia. The 

Basset model has been designed with a footrest, 

complementing it, and offers the ideal relax in a 

comfortable armchair. 

The Basset armchair and footrest are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics, available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

6131 armchair DW                                                     

cm 88/95/115                                                                    

in 34.6/37.4/45.3  

6132 footrest DW                                                            

cm 66/66/45                                                                               

in 26/26/17.7
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APOLLO

A classic armchair with a comfortable, wide seat 

and upholstered armrests. Decorative conical legs of 

the chair made of beech wood in sepia colour. The 

upholstery is made of high quality fabrics. The filling 

of both the backrest and the seat are upholstery belts 

and foam. 

The Apollo armchair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics available on the following 

pages: 166 and 172.

6001 armchair SNG 

cm 80/94/91

in 31.5/37/35.8
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MURENO

A modern armchair with conical legs and a base 

made of natural oak wood. It possesses timeless style, 

characterized by ergonomics and high comfort of 

usage. The upholstery is made of high quality fabrics.

Backrest filling consists of upholstery belts and foam, 

while the seat is filled with wave springs. Seat cushion 

filled with “sandwich” foam. 

The Mureno armchair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

6014 armchair NWA                                                 

cm 82/97/111                                                                      

in 32.3/38.2/43.7

6013 footrest NWA                                            

cm 80/65/46                                                                           

in 31.5/25.6/18.1 
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SABOIS

A set consisting of an armchair and a 2-seater sofa. 

Delicate, elegant design with decorative stitching 

on the backrest and a welt finishing the side of the 

furniture. Sabois set will be an ideal choice for both 

the home and hotels, restaurants or cafes interiors.

Wooden legs made of natural American walnut. The 

upholstery is made of high quality fabrics.

Backrest filling consists of upholstery belts and foam, 

while the seat is filled with wave springs and foam.

The Sabois sofa and armchair are available in 

various finishes and types of fabrics available on the 

following pages: 166 and 172.

6140 armchair NWA                                      

cm 74/77/80                                                                   

in 29.1/30.3/31.5 

6141 sofa NO

cm 148/71/81

in 58.3/28/31.9 
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CLAMS

A modern easy chair with bent backrest, inspired by 

the Danish design from the 1950s. The base of the 

armchair has slightly oblique, conical legs made of 

natural oak wood. The chair will be an ideal choice 

both as a piece of furniture for the home and for 

public spaces, such as cafes, restaurants or hotels.

The Clams easy chair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics, available on the following 

pages: 166 and 172.

6128 easy chair NO                                                 

cm 71/64/84                                                                       

in 28/25.2/33.1 
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TULIP

A modern easy chair with an ergonomic backrest, 

inspired by the Danish design from the 1950s. The 

base of the armchair has slightly oblique, conical legs 

made of natural oak wood. The easy chair will be an 

ideal choice both as a piece of furniture for the home 

and for public spaces, such as cafes, restaurants or 

hotels. 

The Tulip easy chair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics, available on the following 

pages: 166 and 172.

6121 easy chair NWA                                                  

cm 73/67/84                                                                         

in 28.7/26.4/33.1
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FAVA

A modern easy chair with a bent backrest and an 

comfortable seat. Wooden elements are made 

of natural walnut wood. The chair will be an ideal 

choice both as a piece of furniture for the home and 

for public spaces, such as cafes, restaurants or hotels.

The Fava easy chair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics available on the following 

pages: 166 and 172.

6136 easy chair NWA                                                

cm 58/67/82                                                                             

in 22.8/26.4/32.3 
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KALIA

4097easy chair NO                                               

cm  59/68/101                                                                      

in 23.2/26.8/39.8

A modern easy chair with upholstered backrest and 

an comfortable seat. Wooden legs made of natural 

oak. The chair will be an ideal choice both as a piece 

of furniture for the home and for public spaces, such 

as cafes, restaurants or hotels.

The Kalia easy chair is available in various finishes 

and types of fabrics available on the following 

pages: 166 and 172.
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GEMINI

A corner easy chair with wooden legs in natural 

American walnut finish. The easy chair will be an 

ideal choice both as an original piece of furniture for 

the home, as well as for public spaces, such as cafes, 

restaurants or hotels. The upholstery is made of high 

quality fabrics. The filling of both the backrest and the 

seat are upholstery belts and foam.                                                                                                                                

The Gemini chair is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics, available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

6135 easy chair NWA                                           

cm 60/60/80                                                               

in 23.6/23.6/31.5       
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ARTE

A chair inspired by the Danish design of the 1950s. 

The ergonomic profile of the backrest fits perfectly 

to any silhouette. Frame and construction made of 

natural walnut or oak wood. Upholstery on the seat 

and backrest covered with high-quality velour. The 

filling of the backrest and seat is made of foam.

A metal structural and decorative element made of 

stainless steel, is also available in brass.

The Arte chair is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

4018 chair 

cm 50/50/82 

in 19.7/19.7/32.3

Design by

Agnieszka Glaza-Joachimowska
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ELEN

A classic, upholstered chair with straight lines and a 

high backrest. It works very well in combination with 

dining tables.

The backrest and seat upholstery covered with high 

quality fabric. The filling of the backrest and seat is 

foam, the backrest is additionally reinforced with a 

board.

The Elen chair is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

4106 chair

cm 45/57/102 

in 17.7/22.4/40.2
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CLASSIC

A classic chair with upholstered seat and backrest. 

Slightly bent backrest with a delicate, milled decor. 

Legs narrowing downwards. Frame and construction 

made of solid wood. Upholstery of the seat and 

backrest covered with high quality fabric. The filling 

of the backrest and seat is foam, the backrest is 

additionally reinforced with a board.

The Classic chair is available in various finishes and 

types of fabrics available on the following pages: 

166 and 172.

4051 chair

cm 47/60/98 

in 18.5/23.6/38.6

4054 chair

cm 47/60/98 

in 18.5/23.6/38.6
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3247

4001

COLLECTION: AMARANTH

CATEGORY: DINING TABLE

FINISHES*: NWA, NO, NWO, NOM, 

COG, COM, NAM, NAW, CAG, CAM

MATERIALS: WOOD

NAME: ACUS

CATEGORY: DINING TABLE

FINISHES*: PB, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD, GLASS, STEEL

cm Ø120/76

in Ø47.2/29.9

cm 180/110/71

in 70.9/43.3/28 

COLLECTION: DUNN

CATEGORY: DINING TABLE (EXTENDABLE)

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

COLLECTION: DUNN

CATEGORY: DINING TABLE (EXTENDABLE)

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

* FOR THE DETAILS SEE PAGE 166.

3150 

cm Ø110 (149)/75

in Ø43.3 (58.7)/29.5

3161 

cm 140 (180)/90/76

in55.1(70.9)/35.4/29.9

3154 

cm Ø120 (220)/75

in Ø47.2 (86.6)/29.5

3165 

cm 140 (180)/80/76

in 55.1 (70.9)/31.5/29.9

3151 

cm Ø120 (160)/75

in Ø47.3 (63)/29.5

3162

cm 160 (200)/90/76

in 63 (78.7)/35.4/29.9

3155 

cm Ø130 (230)/75

in Ø51.2 (90.6)/29.5

3152 

cm Ø130 (180)/75

in Ø51.1 (70.9)/29.5

3163

cm 200 (250)/90/76

in 78.7 (98.4)/35.4/29.9

3156 

cm Ø140 (190)/75

in Ø55.1 (74.8)/29.5

3153

cm Ø110 (210)/75

in Ø47.2 (82.7)/29.5

3164

cm 180 (220)/90/76

in 70.9 (86.5)/35.4/29.9
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4091

4092

NAME: DROP

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

NAME: DROP

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

cm 102/46/40

in 40.2/18.1/15.7

cm 75/60/62

in 29.5/23.6/24.4

* FOR THE DETAILS SEE PAGE 166.

4093

4094

NAME: DROP

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

NAME: DROP

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

cm 120/61/40

in 47.2/24/15.7

cm 115/50/50

in 45.3/19.7/19.7
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4089

4090

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

CATEGORY: COFFEE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

cm 120/65/50

in 47.2/25.6/19.7

cm Ø50/45

in Ø19.7/17.7

* FOR THE DETAILS SEE PAGE 166.

2023

2024

COLLECTION: URDI

CATEGORY: BEDSIDE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWOB, BCG, BCC

MATERIALS: WOOD

COLLECTION: URDI

CATEGORY: BEDSIDE TABLE

FINISHES*: NO, NWO, NOM, NWOB, BCG, BCC

MATERIALS: WOOD

cm 55/40/70

in 21.7/15.7/27.6

cm 50/40/60

in 19.7/15.7/23.6



* FOR THE DETAILS SEE PAGE 166.
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COLLECTION: DUNN

CATEGORY: SIDEBOARD

FINISHES*: NO, NOM, NWO, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

COLLECTION: DUNN

CATEGORY: SIDEBOARD

FINISHES*: NO, NOM, NWO, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

3172 

cm 179/50/77

in 70.5/19.7/30.3

3176 

cm 123/50/77

in 48.4/19.7/30.3

3180 

cm 123/40/77

in 48.4/15.7/30.3

3184 

cm 123/40/77

in 48.4/15.7/30.3

3173

cm 123/50/77

in 48.4/19.7/30.3

3177

cm 141/50/77

in 55.1/19.7/30.3

3181 

cm 141/40/77

in 55.5/15.7/30.3

3185

cm 141/40/77

in 55.5/15.7/30.3

3174

cm 141/50/77

in 55.1/19.7/30.3

3178

cm 160/50/77

in 63/19.7/30.3

3182 

cm 160/40/77

in 63/15.7/30.3

3186 

cm 160/40/77

in 63/15.7/30.3

3183 

cm 179/40/77

in 70.5/15.7/30.3

3187 

cm 179/40/77

in 70.5/15.7/30.3

3175

cm 160/50/77

in 63/19.7/30.3

3179

cm 179/50/77

in 70.5/19.7/30.3

* FOR THE DETAILS SEE PAGE 166.

3137

3307

COLLECTION: DUNN

CATEGORY: SIDEBOARD RTV

FINISHES*: NO, NOM, NWO, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD

COLLECTION: GEO

CATEGORY SIDEBOARD RTV

FINISHES*: NO, NOM, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD, METAL, GLASS

cm 81/37/73

in 31.9/14.6/28.7

cm 120/45/60

in 47.2/17.7/23.6
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4100
NAME: ARTE

CATEGORY: SIDEBOARD

FINISHES*: NO, NWA

MATERIALS: WOOD, METAL, GLASS

COLLECTION: AMARANTH

CATEGORY: BENCH

FINISHES*: NWA, NO, NWO, NOM, 

COG, COM, NAM, NAW, CAG, CAM

MATERIALS: WOOD, FABRIC

cm 160/50/80

in 63/19.7/31.5

3251

cm 120/35/48 

in 47.2/13.8/18.9

3257

cm 160/45/48

in 63/17.7/18.9

3252

cm 90/35/48

in 35.4/13.8/18.9

3234

cm 90/45/45

in 43.3/17.7/17.7

3256

cm 140/45/48

in 55.1/17.7/18.9

4047
NAME: MORRIS

CATEGORY: BENCH

FINISHES*: PB

MATERIALS: WOOD

cm 115/50/115 

in 45.3/19.7/45.2

** THERE IS AN OPTION TO CHOOSE THE WARDROBE’S INTERIOR BETEWEEN ROD ITSELF OR DIVISION INTO SHELVES AND ROD.

COLLECTION: AMARANTH

CATEGORY: WARDROBE**

FINISHES*: NWA, NO, 

NWO, NOM, COG, COM, 

NAM, NAW, CAG, CAM

MATERIALS: WOOD

3235

cm 120/55/192 

in 47.2/21.7/75.6

3236

cm 140/55/192 

in 55.1/21.7/75.6

3272

cm 160/55/208 

in 63/21.7/81.9

3237

cm 160/55/192 

in 63/21.7/75.6

3270

cm 120/55/208 

in47.2/21.7/81.9

3260

cm 160/55/192 

in 63/21.7/75.6

3273

cm 180/55/208 

in 70.9/21.7/81.9

3238

cm 180/55/192 

in 70.9/21.7/75.6

3271

cm 140/55/208 

in 55.1/21.7/81.9

3261

cm 180/55/192 

in 70.9/21.7/75.6

3274

cm 120/55/208 

in 47.2/21.7/81.9

3275

cm 140/55/208 

in 55.1/21.7/81.9
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INDEX



3403 dining table

cm 160 (260)/110/75
in 63 (102.4)/43.3/29.5

3247 dining table

cm Ø120/76
in Ø47.2/29.9

4091 coffee table

cm 102/46/40
in 40.2/18.1/15.7

4094 coffee table

cm 120/61/40
in 47.2/24/15.7

3402 dining table

cm Ø140/75
in Ø55.1/29.5

3702 dining table

cm 140 (190)/100/75
in 55.1 (74.8)/39.4/29.5

4092 coffee table

cm 75/60/62
in 29.5/23.6/24.4

4089 coffee table 

cm 120/65/50
in 47.2/25.6/19.7

3408 dining table

cm 210/120/75
in 82.7/47.2/29.5

4001 dining table

cm 180/110/71 
in 70.9/43.3/28

4093 coffee table

cm 115/50/50
in 45.3/19.7/19.7

4090 coffee table

cm Ø50/45
in Ø19.7/17.7

TABLES | COFFEE TABLES | BEDSIDE TABLES
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2504 bedside table

cm 40/35/60
in15.7/13.8/23.6

2024 bedside table

cm 50/40/59,5
in 19.7/15.7/23.4

5104 bedside table

cm 65/40/75
in 25.6/15.7/29.5

2023 bedside table

cm 55/40/70
in 21.7/15.7/27.6

3150 dining table 

cm 110 (149)/75

in 43.3 (58.7)/29.5

3154 dining table 

cm 120 (220)/75

in 47.2 (86.6)/29.5

3151 dining table 

cm 120 (160)/75

in 47.3 (63)/29.5

3155 dining table 

cm 130 (230)/75

in 51.1 (90.6)/29.5

3152 dining table 

cm 130 (180)/75

in 51.1 (70.9)/29.5

3156 dining table 

cm 140 (190)/75

in 55.1 (74.8)/29.5

3153 dining table

cm 110 (210)/75

in 47.2 (82.7)/29.5

3161 dining table 

cm 140 (180)/90/76

in55.1(70.9)/35.4/29.9

3165 dining table 

cm 140 (180)/80/76

in 55.1 (70.9)/31.5/29.9

3162 dining table

cm 160 (200)/90/76

in 63 (78.8)/35.4/29.9

3163 dining table

cm 200 (250)/90/76

in 78.8 (98.4)/35.4/29.9

3164 dining table

cm 180 (220)/90/76

in 70.9 (86.5)/35.4/29.9



5103 console

cm 111/33/75
in 43.7/13/29.5

3409 bookcase 

cm 120/40/205
in 47.2/15.7/80.7

3306 console

cm 140/35/90
in 55.1/13.8/35.4

3704 console

cm 80/45/91
in 31.5/17.7/35.8

3701 showcase

cm 120/45/210
in 47.2/17.7/82.7

3249 console

cm 110/35/90
in 43.3/13.8/35.4
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4032 sideboard

cm 150/48/100
in 59/18.9/39.4

3191 sideboard RTV

cm 120/45/59
in 47.2/17.7/23.2

3137 sideboard RTV

cm 81/37/72
in 31.9/14.6/28.3

3401 sideboard

cm 135/46/142
in 53.1/18.1/56

4033 sideboard

cm 148/49/90
in 58.3/19.3/35.4

3307 sideboard RTV

cm 120/45/60
in 47.2/17.7/23.6

4048 sideboard

cm 135/45/180
in 53.1/17.7/70.9

2501 chest of drawers

cm 90/44/140
in 35.4/17.3/55.1

4100 sideboard

cm 160/50/80
in 63/19.7/31.5
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4005 desk

cm 135/65/75
in 53.1/25.6/29.5

4031 console

cm 150/45/85
in 59/17.7/33.5

4034 console

cm 147/45/86 
in 57.9/17.7/33.9

3172 sideboard

cm 179/50/77

in 70.5/19.7/30.3

3180 sideboard 

cm 123/40/77

in 48.4/15.7/30.3

3173 sideboard

cm 123/50/77

in 48.4/19.7/30.3

3181 sideboard 

cm 141/40/77

in 55.5/15.7/30.3

3174 sideboard

cm 141/50/77

in 55.1/19.7/30.3

3182 sideboard

cm 160/40/77

in 63/15.7/30.3

3183 sideboard 

cm 179/40/77

in 70.5/15.7/30.3

3175 sideboard

cm 160/50/77

in 63/19.7/30.3

3176 sideboard

cm 123/50/77

in 48.4/19.7/30.3

3184 sideboard 

cm 123/40/77

in 48.4/15.7/30.3

3177 sideboard

cm 141/50/77

in 55.1/19.7/30.3

3185 sideboard

cm 141/40/77

in 55.5/15.7/30.3

3178 sideboard

cm 179/50/77

in 62.9/19.7/30.3

3186 sideboard 

cm 160/40/77

in 63/15.7/30.3

3187 sideboard 

cm 179/40/77

in 70.5/15.7/30.3

3179 sideboard

cm 179/50/77

in 70.5/19.7/30.3
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2503 wardrobe

cm 140/65/206
in 55.1/25.6/81.1

5101 wardrobe

cm 139/67/200
in 54.7/26.3/78.7

2502 chiffonier

cm 125/50/150
in 49.2/19.7/59

5102 chiffonier

cm 114/38/183
in 44.9/15/72

3235 wardrobe

cm 120/55/192 
in 47.2/21.7/75.6

3236 wardrobe

cm 140/55/192 
in 55.1/21.7/75.6

3272 wardrobe

cm 160/55/208 
in 63/21.7/81.9

3237 wardrobe

cm 160/55/192 
in 63/21.7/75.6

3270 wardrobe

cm 120/55/208 
in 47.2/21.7/81.8

3260 wardrobe

cm 120/55/192 
in 63/21.7/75.6

3273 wardrobe

cm 180/55/208 
in 70.9/21.7/81.9

3238 wardrobe

cm 180/55/192 
in 70.9/21.7/75.6

3271 wardrobe

cm 140/55/208 
in 55.1/21.7/81.8

3261 wardrobe

cm 140/55/192 
in 70.9/21.7/75.6

3274 wardrobe

cm 120/55/208 
in 47.2/21.7/81.8

3275 wardrobe

cm 140/55/208 
in 55.1/21.7/81.8
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6083 armchair

cm 97/90/80
in 38.2/35.4/31.5

6042 armchair

cm 94/87/90
in 37/34.3/35.4

6079 armchair

cm 89/88/86 
in 35/34.7/33.9

6148 armchair

cm 89/93/120 
in 35/36.6/47.2

6019 armchair

cm 105/93/82 
in 41.3/36.6/32.3

6131 armchair

cm 88/95/115
in 34.6/37.5/45.3

6001 armchair 

cm 90/94/91
in 31.5/37/35.8

6014 armchair

cm 82/97/111
in 32.2/38.2/43.7

6140 armchair

cm 74/77/80 
in 29.1/30.3/31.5

6135 armchair

cm 60/60/80
in 23.6/23.6/31.5

6048 sofa

cm 233/81/87 
in 91.7/31.9/34.3

6080 sofa

cm 210/85/83 
in 82.7/33.5/32.7

6043 sofa

cm 225/95/80 
in 88.6/37.4/31.5



6004 sofa

cm 198/90/88
in 78/35.4/34.6

6017 sofa

cm 245/99/100 
in 96.5/39/39.4

6018 sofa

cm 224/90/82 
in 88.2/35.4/32.3

6089 sofa

cm 162/68/140 
in 63.8/26.7/55.1

6084 sofa

cm 204/90/80 
in 80.3/35.4/31.5

6145 sofa

cm 233/95/90 
in 91.7/37.4/35.4

6024 sofa

cm 235/112/92 
in 92.5/44/36.2

6095 sofa

cm 255/90/94 
in 100.4/35.4/37

6036 sofa

cm 220/95/102 
in 86.6/37.4/40.1

6075 sofa

cm 145/95/100 
in 57/37.4/39.4

6141 sofa

cm 148/71/81
in 58.3/28/31.9
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6049 footrest

cm 67/67/41 
in 26.4/26.4/16.1

4101 chair

cm 43/51/87
in 16.9/20/34.3

4004 chair

cm 45/45/95
in 17.7/17.7/37.4

6149 footrest

cm 60/60/40 
in 23.6/23.6/15.7

4102 chair

cm 43/51/87
in 16.9/20/34.3

4003 chair

cm 44/53/97
in 17.3/20.9/38.2

6132 footrest

cm 66/66/45
in 26/26/17.7

6013 footrest

cm 80/65/46 
in 31.5/25.6/18.1

4018 chair 

cm 50/50/82 
in 19.7/19.7/32.3

4051 chair

cm 47/60/98 
in 18.5/23.6/38.6

CHAIRS | EASY CHAIRS | BENCHES



4054 chair

cm 47/60/98 
in 18.5/23.6/38.6

4106 chair

cm 45/57/102 
in 17.7/22.4/40.2

6121 easy chair

cm 73/67/84 
in 28.7/26.4/33

4097easy hair 

cm 59/68/101 
in 23.2/26.8/39.8

4047 bench

cm 115/50/115 

in 45.3/19.7/45.3

3251 bench

cm 120/35/48 

in 47.2/13.8/18.9

3252 bench

cm 90/35/48

in 35.4/13.8/18.9

3256 bench

cm 140/45/48

in 55.1/17.7/18.9

3257 bench

cm 160/45/48

in 55.1/17.7/18.9

3234 benchw

cm 90/45/45

in 34.3/17.7/17.7

6128 easy chair

cm 71/64/84 
in 28/25.2/33

6136 easy chair

cm 58/67/82 
in 22.8/26.4/32.3
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BEDS

2505 bed

cm 106/216/100
in 41.7/85/39.4

3410 bed

cm 148/213/130
in 58.2/83.8/51.1

2506 bed

cm 136/216/100
in 53.5/85/39.4

3411 bed

cm 168/213/130
in 66.1/83.8/51.1

3412 bed

cm 188/213/130
in 74/83.8/51.1

2507 bed

cm 156/216/100
in 61.4/85/39.4

2508 bed

cm 176/216/100
in 69.3/85/39.4

2509 bed

cm 196/216/100
in 77.2/85/39.4
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FINISHES,
FABRICS
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CO
VI
LI
LA
PES
PC
ACR
LUREX

Cotton
Viscose
Linen
Polymer
Polyester
Polyacrylic
Acrylic
Metalic Fiber
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